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ABSTRACT

Studies on the institution of the Macedonian Koinon have remained on the fringes of
scientific research for years. The interest in the Macedonian Koinon has expanded
considerably in recent years since excavations in the region of Macedonia revealed a
significant amount of numismatic as well as epigraphic testimonies. Examination of
the aggregation of numismatic testimonies through a contextual approach can easily
offer a new perspective of interpreting and reconstructing the historical, cultural and
socio-political background of the Macedonian Koinon within the province of
Macedonia. Even though literary sources concerning the foundation and the existence
of the Macedonian Koinon are obscure, numismatic evidence has significantly
contributed to the institution and its role within the Macedonian territory under the
Roman rule.
The aim of the present paper is to examine the coinage of the Macedonian
Koinon during the Roman imperial period. The basis of the study will be the “Serres,
1966” hoard, which was found in Serres in 1966 and is today kept at the Thessaloniki
Archaeological Museum. The topic of the essay was chosen because it offers the
opportunity to investigate and analyze various aspects of the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon. Based on the aforementioned coin hoard, an outline of the
production and the iconography of the coinage of the Koinon are displayed,
predominantly during the third century AD. Apart from the iconographic types,
emphasis is given also to the legends depicted on the coins of the Koinon, which could
offer valuable information regarding its institutional and cultural character. They were
associated with both the glorious past of Hellenistic Macedonia and the mighty
presence of the Roman Empire. Lastly, the examination of the circulation and
distribution of the issues of the Macedonian Koinon through the coin evidence is
examined as well. Based on the hoard evidence and comparing to other Macedonian
coinages, an attempt of investigating the average number of the coins issued by the
Macedonian Koinon is presented, thus allowing an outline of its role in the monetary
economy of Roman Macedonia.
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To my Parents

INTRODUCTION

1. The Roman Province of Macedonia: Historical and cultural dimension
The study on the historical and socio-cultural past of Macedonia under the
Roman Empire has remained for years in the shadow. Over the past few decades,
material culture uncovered from excavations in the region of Macedonia had shed light
on particular aspects of the Macedonian society during the Roman republican and
imperial period, as a result of drawing the attention of the scientific research. Even
though literary sources concerning the Roman province of Macedonia are quite
limited, the substantial number of epigraphic testimonies, which have been revealed in
recent decades, has enhanced the research to a great extent by providing sufficient, yet
important, evidence for its historical background. It should be also noted that in equal
measure the coinages produced by the cities, colonies and Koina of the Roman
provinces, have improved insightful perspectives when it comes to the political,
institutional and socio-cultural activities. In the case of Macedonia, the evidence
alongside the monumental Roman constructions from the Macedonian landscape
enables a significant glimpse of Macedonia under Roman domination.
The political and economic crisis, which the Macedonian kingdom had
confronted during the reign of Perseus –the last Macedonian king– led the dynasty of
Antigonids to its dissolution.1 The battle of Pydna, where Romans decisively defeated
the Macedonian forces in June of 168 BC, had marked a new era for the inhabitants of
Macedonia. This chronological indication designates the end of the Macedonian
kingdom as a whole civic unit, as well as the denouement of the Macedonian royal
coinage. Following the defeat of the Macedonians, since 167 BC the Macedonian land
was politically divided into four administrative districts (μερίδες), each of which was
subjected to the Roman state.2 Later on, in 148 BC Macedonia became officially a
Roman province (Latin: Provincia Macedonia; Greek: Ἐπαρχία Μακεδονίας).3 The
1

Dahmen 2010, p. 54-55.
Further information concerning the division and the administration of the districts (μερίδες) see
Hatzopoulos 1996, p. 231-260.
3
According to ancient literary sources, the first meris included the territories between the rivers of
Strymon and Nestos, along with the region of Sintike and Bisaltia. Capital of the first district was
Amphipolis. The second meris covered the region between the Strymon and Axios River with its capital
2
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rich Macedonian landscape enraptured the Roman settlers since Macedonia was one of
the very first Roman provinces in the eastern Mediterranean world and this fact is
attested in the ample epigraphic evidence.4 After the separation from Achaea, Moesia,
and Thrace under the early Empire, it has been apparent that by the end of the first
century AD the borders of the Roman province of Macedonia have roughly followed
the borders established by the last Macedonian kings three centuries ago.5 The
province of Macedonia was administered by quaestors (ταμίαι), some of them are
attested in exceptional provincial issues.6 The one and only illustrative case of striking
impressive silver series of tetradrachms is that of the quaestor Aesillas at the beginning
of the first century BC, when the Roman administration was forced to strike a new
silver currency.7 Based on the literary sources, it is known that this period was
extremely crucial, due to some war conflicts with Mithridates and Thracian tribes.
Therefore, there was a necessity to strike silver and stronger issue in order to afford the
disputes.8 By the time of the termination of Roman Civil Wars and the establishment of
the Principate by Augustus, the coinage had already ceased and no more silver coins
were produced in the region.9
With the rise of Augustus, a period of prosperity and growing affluence was
commenced in Macedonia. Augustus led to a revival of the local coinages, on the
grounds that a major part of the Macedonian cities inaugurated the production of
bronze emissions that were circulated locally for daily transactions.10 The economy
was principally stimulated by the construction of via Egnatia,11 which enabled the
commercial activities along with the installation of Roman merchants within the
Thessaloniki, whereas the third district with its capital Pella included the region west of Axios River,
north of Pineios River and east of Mt Vermion. Concerning the latter (fourth) district, it was composed
mainly of the region of the so-called Upper Macedonia and more specifically of the areas of Elimeia,
Lyncestis, Eordaia, Derriopus, Pelagonia as well as a part of western Paionia.
4
Daubner 2014, p. 109.
5
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2005, p. 97.
6
Gaebler 1906, p. 11.
7
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2002, p. 50. It is interesting that these issues were very unique and rare, on the
grounds that they were bilingual issues. On the obverse, Alexander the Great was depicted with a horn
of Ammon and the Greek inscription MAKEΔONΩN, while on the reverse, the depiction of a club
accompanied by the insignia of the Roman quaestor along with the Latin legend AESILLAS.
8
Dahmen 2010, p. 55-56.
9
Burnett 2000, p. 92. Based on the hoard evidence, by the first century AD, a limited number of the
Roman silver currency (denarius) was in circulation in the region of Macedonia, especially in the
eastern part.
10
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004b, p. 138.
11
Zahrnt 2010, p. 26-27.
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Macedonian cities.12 The Romans claimed that Macedonian cities were liberated after
the dissolution of the kingdom. In fact, they were subjected to and taxed by, the
Romans “civitates stipendiariae”, with the exception of “civitates liberae”
Thessaloniki and Amphipolis,13 and later Roman colonies, namely Dion, Pella,
Cassandreia and Philippi, municipia such as Apollonia in Mygdonia and Stobi in
Paionia.14 Those cities were restricted to the Roman political authority and jurisdiction,
but in some cases, they had their own autonomy. According to scholars, the Roman
colonies were founded in strategic places within the Greek land in order to keep under
their surveillance the main strategic (sea and mainland) arteries, but also as an
establishment for the veterans that fought for Rome.15 Nevertheless, it should be
pointed out that before the Roman conquest, the cities and ethne in the region of
Macedonia had pre-existed by retaining their local traditions and cults already from the
glorious Hellenistic era.16 Based on the sources and the archaeological data, although
the cities were devoted to the Roman Empire, their local institutions, cults and
traditions were preserved at least to a certain extent, indicating in this way their
previous civic identity throughout Macedonia proper.17

12

In 146 BC, the Roman consul Gains Egnatius envisioned a technical project of great importance,
away from the Italian peninsula, which was destined to establish the communication between the capital
of the Roman Empire and the oriental provinces.
13
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2005, p. 95-101. The Macedonian cities, right after the Roman occupation, were
integrated into the Empire as “civitates stipendiariae”, apart from Thessaloniki and Amphipolis, which
were declared free cities “civitates liberae”. With the Latin phrase “civitates stipendiariae” is denoted
that the cities were subjected to Rome. In the case of Amphipolis, it should be noted that it is the only
city, whose title of its municipality (ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΦΙΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ) is depicted in the coinage.
14
The foundation of colonies constituted part of a broader political development, a phenomenon which
goes back to the Republican period. It should be pointed out that it was about a political strategy
inaugurated by Julius Caesar and continued by his successors, namely Mark Antony and Octavian. For
the numismatic iconography of the coinage of the colonies in Roman Macedonia, see the fundamental
publication of Papageorgiadou-Banis 2004.
15
Caesar, but also his successors Marc Antony and Augustus have followed the strategic plan of
founding colonies.
16
This fact is clearly attested on the numismatic and epigraphic evidence.
17
Epigraphic evidence has testified the existence of collective institutions such as the assembly (Ecclesia
tou demou) and the council (boule), as well as the local Koina.
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2. The institution of the Macedonian Koinon
The Macedonian Koinon was the collective institution of the Macedonians
during the Roman imperial era operating alongside their provincial administrative
authorities.18 As it is already known from the Hellenistic period, the institutions of such
federations were responsible for the protection of their member cities from the great
Hellenistic kingdoms.19 After the Roman domination, the formation, as well as the
operation of the assemblies, was re-organised at least to an extent.20 The institution of
the Macedonian Koinon was presumably formed by representatives from the Roman
province of Macedonia, constituting in this way a federal body, whose members
primarily expressed themselves through cultural and religious events, rather through
political issues.21 Even though the organisation of the Koinon remained a disputable
issue for years, recent numismatic, as well as epigraphic testimonies, have
demonstrated a wide range of information regarding the Koinon and its structure.22
Concerning its formation, it is not entirely certain when exactly the assembly was
organised.23 Nevertheless, it is worth to emphasize that literary and epigraphic sources
asserted the existence of an oldest federal institution of the Macedonian cities (κοινόν
Μακεδόνων), which might have pre-existed already since the late Hellenistic period.24
Taking into consideration the aforementioned testimonies, the Koinon was not
dissolved under Roman dominance.25 Instead, it was transformed and reorganised as an
institution and provincial assembly related to the Imperial cult during the early
Empire.26 Some historians argue that there is no evidence for an assembly before the
reign of Claudius, while others no earlier than Augustus.27 Based on the evidence and
the written testimonies, it has been identified that the seat of the assembly, where the
representatives of the Macedonian cities and the officials of the Koinon met, was
18

Nigdelis 2007, p. 71.
Zahrnt 2010, p. 24.
20
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 27, 34; Kremydi-Sicilianou 2005, p. 102.
21
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 27, 31, 44; Nigdelis 2007, p. 71.
22
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 32; Deininger 1965, p. 92-94.
23
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 32-34.
24
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 34. According to epigraphic testimonies, the Koinon might have appeared since
the reign of Antigonos Dosson and the reign of Philip V. In accordance with the numismatic material,
silver emissions, accompanied by the Greek legend ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ, were in circulation during the reign
of Philip V and Perseus. See also Inscriptiones Graecae XI, 4, 1102: “τὸ κοι̣νὸν Μ̣[ακε]δ̣ό̣ν[̣ ων]
βασιλέα Φ̣ί[λιππον βασιλέως] Δημητρίου ἀ[ρετῆς ἕνεκα] καὶ εὐνοία̣[ς Ἀπόλλωνι?]”
25
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2005, p. 102; Nigdelis 2007, p. 71-72.
26
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 32-34. According to epigraphic and numismatic evidence, scholars tend to argue
that the Macedonian Koinon had its roots in the Hellenistic period.
27
Nigdelis 2007, p. 71.
19
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Beroia,28 situated approximately 75 km west of Thessaloniki.29 It should be admitted
that both cities, Thessaloniki and Beroia, have played a primary role during the Roman
imperial period;30 the former was the capital of the second regional district (μερίς),
while the latter hosted the assembly of the Macedonians.31 It might be considered that
Beroia was the first city that gave itself to the Romans and this fact may exemplify the
establishment of the Koinon.32 Another crucial reason why the emperor and the Senate
selected Beroia as the seat of the Koinon would apparently be its geomorphic and
strategic location, close to the two Macedonian capitals –Aigae and Pella– as well as to
Thessaloniki, enticing the Roman officials to settle in the hinterland.33 This fact has
given the city an asset to flourish within the Roman province.34 Epigraphic testimonies
and archaeological remains have revealed substantial evidence for the existence of
public buildings, sanctuaries, stoas and gymnasia.35 However, the fragmented
archaeological data do not allow a complete overview and subsequently the
identification of such buildings.36 Bearing in mind the above, the Roman conquest had
presumably signified a new era for the history of Beroia. The city was granted the right
to build a temple for serving the Imperial cult and for this reason was declared as
Neokoros city.37 Although the Koinon might have had no political character, it was not
detached from the provincial affairs. Consequently, it is not unlikely that it helped the
provincial administrative issues, by embracing the cities of the Macedonia proper,
except for the Roman colonies.
28

Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 38; Tataki 1988, p. 447-448.
Papazoglou 1988, p. 124, 141-148; Beroia had a geostrategic location in the ancient region of Bottiaia,
modern Emathia, situated in central Macedonia. It was located in the third Macedonian district,
comprised of fertile plains and rivers, along with other famous cities of Edessa, Pella and Dion. See
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004a, p. 140-141.
30
Thessaloniki “civitas libera” became the capital of the second meris of the Macedonian province in
167 BC, and the governor’s seat of the whole province from 148/147 BC. For the history of
Thessaloniki under the Roman Empire see Touratsoglou 1988, p. 5-19.
31
The abundant inscriptions unearthed in the region of modern Emathia clearly demonstrate the
significance of the city during the Roman period. Beroia enjoyed enormous prestige and prosperity and
became an important city, after Thessaloniki.
32
Papazoglou 1988, p. 143; Burell 2004, p. 191.
33
Burrell 2004, p. 191-197.
34
The fact that Beroia was presumably designated in the late Hellenistic period, as the seat of the Koinon
of the Macedonians, might lies on its proximity to the Macedonian capitals denoting in this way the
glorious past.
35
Touratsoglou 2006b, p. 294.
36
The continued habitation of the city is also another factor, which does not permit further systematic
investigations. The modern city was built on the remains of the Hellenistic and Roman period. Besides,
the city confronted several enemies. Finally, the architectural remnants of the ancient city were used as
spolia in later reconstructions. For the ancient topography of Beroia see Brocas-Defflassieux 1999.
37
Nigdelis 2007, p. 72. For the Neokoria see the following pages.
29
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A turning point to the historical outline of Beroia is that under the reign of Nerva
(AD 96-98) the city was granted with an exclusive privilege, the honorary title of
Metropolis as well as that of Neokoros,38 namely the privilege to establish and preserve
a temple dedicated to the Sebastoi and conduct their cult through games and festivals.39
Under Elagabalus (AD 218-222), the Koinon received the grant of a second Neokoria
(δις νεωκόρος), which is clearly demonstrated in the coinage of the Koinon during this

period.40 The emergence of Beroia as a political and religious centre of the Roman
province is an indisputable element of its political importance and favour, offered by
the Roman administration.
Of utmost importance is also the fact that over the last few decades, the historical
outline of Beroia, mostly during the third century AD, had sparked decisively scholars’
interest. Main features of the Macedonian Koinon were the social, cultural and
religious activities of the everyday life, and less coping with the political issues. More
specifically, a noteworthy preoccupation of the Koinon focused on the cult of the
Roman Emperors along with the organisation of festivals.41 Inscriptions, as well as
numismatic testimonies, indicated that ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ42 and ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ43 were
famous games that were held in Beroia.44 Beroia organised games in honour of the
emperor, in which athletic and artistic competitions were celebrated on an annual
basis.45 According to the written sources, it has been asserted that these festivals
included musical and gymnastic competitions, horse- races and gladiatorial games as
well. They were of substantial economic significance, as they might have attracted not
only local athletes and merchants from the neighbouring regions but even outside the
borders of the province, demonstrating and aiming at an international prestige.46.
38

Tataki 1988, p. 259-261, no. 1114; thanks to a decree of Beroia in honour of Quintus Popillius Python,
it is attested that the city possessed the title of Neokoria and Metropolis. For the inscription see
Gounaropoulou - Hatzopoulos 1998, no. 117.
39
Burell 2004, p. 191. The title of Neokoros is clearly attested on the coinage minted by the Macedonian
Koinon.
40
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 41; Burell 2004, p. 192-193.
41
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 43-44; Tataki 1988, p. 456; Kremydi-Sicilianou 2005, p. 102-103.
42
For the coins that illustrate “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” see Gaebler 1906, p. 93, 194.
43
Honorary and sepulchral inscriptions have testified names of athletes and magistrates, who were
involved in these festivals. According to epigraphic and numismatic evidence, the celebration of
ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ can be dated during the reign of Alexander Severus and more precisely in the year AD
229. See Gounaropoulou - Hatzopoulos 1998, nos 68-69.
44
Gaebler 1906, p. 13-14; Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 94-95. For the games see Leschhorn 1998, p. 403-405.
45
The organization of annual financed festivals and games included athletic contests, artistic and musical
competitions, as well as horse races in honour of the emperor.
46
Dahmen 2007, p. 33.
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The participation of visitors from the adjacent area, but also from the whole province
and beyond might have been remarkable, thus providing an enormous financial
significance. The games taken place in Beroia had renamed “ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ
ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” honouring the Hellenistic king.47 Given this fact, a revival of the
Hellenistic worship as well as of the illustrious Hellenistic past is profound.48
Historical and numismatic evidence has determined an impressive phenomenon; the
association of the worship of the Roman emperors with the cult of Alexander the
Great.49 The monetary series of the Macedonian Koinon, which will be thoroughly
discussed in the following chapters, are important testimonies of this significant
issue.50 In order to deal with the considerable expenses for the organisation of the
events, Beroia, as the seat of the Macedonian Koinon, initiated to produce its own
coinage, which was in circulation since the Claudian period.51
Considering a written rescript of Theodosius II, which is preserved in the
Theodosian Code, it is quite certain that the Macedonian Koinon ceased to exist in
AD 424.52 Consequently, the large series of epigraphic evidence and monetary
emissions attest to the political and economic power of the city and its organisation,
while the ample funerary stelae unearthed from the land of Beroia are testimonies to
the affluent social community. From the third century AD, the city experienced a
gradual recession, due to the raids of Goths in AD 254. After the adoption of
Christianity, it shed its religious character and became a civil administrative body.

Touratsoglou 2006, p. 294-295; Dahmen 2007, p. 136. The games of “ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ”
had taken place every four years starting from AD 242-243 during the reign of Gordian III, and a second
time in AD 246-247 under Philip the Arab.
48
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 39; Deininger 1965, p. 92-93.
49
The association of the emperors’ cult with Alexander the Great is attested to the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon especially during the third century AD. For further details on the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon see Chapter II.
50
Numismatic and epigraphic evidence has proved that Beroia functioned as the provincial centre of the
Emperors’ cult during the Roman imperial era.
51
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 40-42, 47-48.
52
Kanatsoulis 1956, p. 35; Nigdelis 2007, p. 71.
47
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CHAPTER I. THE “SERRES, 1966” HOARD

I.1. Composition
On 7th November in 1966, a coin hoard consisted exclusively of bronze
specimens, was delivered to the Serres Archaeological Museum by Mr Papazoglou, a
local resident.53 The hoard was handed over to the Thessaloniki Archaeological
Museum, where it is still kept today. It is composed of fifteen bronze coins, of which
fourteen are of the Macedonian Koinon and one of Thessaloniki. The coins were in a
very good state of preservation, allowing detailed observations and remarks on the
iconography, the legends and the symbols. Although the contents of the “Serres, 1966”
hoard is rather small, it is considered of particular interest, on the grounds that it
comprises significant issues of the Macedonian Koinon. The coin hoard is published on
the current paper for the first time.54
The aim of examining such a hoard is to provide a thorough analysis of the
material concerning iconography, metrology and the dating of concealment, and on the
other hand, to understand the contribution to our knowledge as far as the Macedonian
Koinon’s coinage is concerned during the Roman imperial period. Another objective is
to contextualize this specific hoard in the historical and cultural background of the
province of Roman Macedonia. The present section, apart from the detailed
information concerning the hoard, includes also a catalogue with the coins. In the
following catalogue, the composition of the hoard is arranged first, by issuing authority
and secondly, in chronological order, i.e. the dating of the individual coins.

53

The regional unit of Serres is located in modern central Macedonia, 24 km northwest of the Strymon
River, and 69 km northeast of Thessaloniki.
54
A brief notice of the hoard appears in the journal Makedonika 9; Touratsoglou made also a reference
in his study on the coinage of Thessaloniki during the Roman imperial period. However, he reported that
the hoard consists of 16+ specimens. Both references lacked accurate information since the coins have
never been examined before. Concerning the references on the hoard see Petsas 1969, p. 211;
Touratsoglou 1988, p. 121, no. 15

[8]

I.2. Catalogue

MACEDONIAN KOINON

Time of Severus Alexander (AD 222-235)

AD 231: OMONOIA
1.

Obv. Diademed head of Alexander the Great to r.; [ΑΛΕ] ΞΑΝΔΡΟV
Rev. Alexander riding on Bukephalas to r., star beneath the horse; KOI [NON] [ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝ] ΩΝ - OMONOIA
AE. 26 mm, 10.27 g, 10 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 54
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 97, no. 338.

2.

Obv. Diademed head of Alexander the Great to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ
Rev. Alexander riding on Bukephalas to r., star beneath the horse; KOINON MAKΕ
[Δ] ΟΝΩΝ O[M] ONOIA
AE. 26.5 mm, 7.70 g, 12 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 55
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 97, no. 338.

3.

Obv. Head of Alexander the Great with lion skin to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV
Rev. Alexander riding on Bukephalas to r., star beneath the horse; [KOIN] ΟΝ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝ [Ω] Ν- OMONOIA
AE. 27 mm, 12.53 g, 7 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv.no. 56
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 97, no. 338.

AD 231-235: First Neokoria
4.

Obv. Diademed head of Alexander the Great with flowing hair to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV
Rev. Athena seated to l. holding a Nike with r. hand, l. hand touching a shield,
KOINON MAΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ N-EΩ
AE. 25 mm, 10.39 g, 12 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 48
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 98, no. 343.

5.

Obv. Helmeted head of Alexander the Great to r.; [ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔ] ΡΟΥ

[cropped]

Rev. Athena seated to l.; ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΜΑΚ
AE. 26 mm, 7.54 g, Axis: 7 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv.no. 50
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 116, no. 439.
[9]

6.

Obv. Head of Alexander the Great with lion skin to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV
Rev. Hygeia-Olympias seated to l., feeding a serpent; ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΜΑ-ΚΕΔ [ΟΝ] ΩΝΝΕΩ
AE. 27 mm, 13.68 g, 7 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 49
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 111, no. 416.

7.

Obv. Diademed head of Alexander the Great to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV
Rev. Alexander on Bukephalas galloping to r.; KOINON MAKEΔ [ΟΝΩΝ] ΝΕΩ
AE. 23.55 mm, 10.55 g, 9-10 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 51
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 99, no.348.

8.

Obv. Diademed head of Alexander the Great with flowing hair to r.;
ΑΛΕ [ΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ]
Rev. Alexander on Bukephalas galloping to r.; [KOINON] ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ ΝΕΩ
AE. 26 mm, 8.80 g, 2-3 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv.no 52
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 99, no. 348.

9.

Obv. Diademed head of Alexander the Great to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ
Rev. Alexander on Bukephalas galloping to r., holding a spear; KOINON ΜΑ
[ΚΕΔΟΝ] ΩΝ ΝΕΩ
AE. 25.5 mm, 9.06 g, 8 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv.no. 53
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 99, no. 348.

10.

Obv. Diademed Head of Alexander the Great to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ
Rev. Alexander on Bukephalas galloping to r.; ΚΟΙ [ΝΟΝ] [ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝ] ΩΝ - ΝΕ
AE. 24 mm, 9.43 g, 1 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 57
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 99, no. 348.

Time of Gordian III (AD 238-244)

AD 239: Second Neokoria
11.

Obv. Head of Alexander the Great with ram’s horn to r.; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ
Rev. Two prize urns on a table, valantio beneath; ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ ΝΕΩΚΟ,
• B • above in the field
AE, 28 mm, 12.99 g, 1 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 45
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 131, 144, no. 526 for the obverse, no. 599 for the reverse.

12.

Obv. Diademed head of Alexander the Great to r., star beneath; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV
Rev. Two prize urns on a table; ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ • Β • ΝΕΩΚΟΡ
[10]

AE. 25.5 mm, 12.57 g, 12-1 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 58
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 144, no. 599.
13.

Obv. Helmeted head of Alexander the Great to r., star beneath; ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV
Rev. Two prize urns on a table, star upon the table; KOINON ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ • Β •
[Ν] ΕΩΚΟΡ
AE. 25 mm, 10.35 g, 1-2 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 59
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 176, no. 791.

Time of Philip the Arab (AD 244-249)
AD 244
14.

Obv. Cuirassed bust of Alexander the Great to r., holding a shield; ΑΛΕ-ΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ
Rev. Horseman bare-headed with waving mantle, riding to r.; ΚΟΙΝΟΝ
ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ Β ΝΕΩ | EOC in exergue
AE. 26.5 mm, 12.09 g, 2 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 47
Reference: Gaebler 1906, p. 185, no. 838.

THESSALONIKI
Time of Gordian III (AD 238-244)
15.

Obv. Radiate head of Gordian III to r.; ΑΥΚ [Μ] ΑΝΤ ΓΟΡΔΙΑΝΟC
Rev. Nike walking to l. holding a Kabeiros in the right hand and a palm branch in left;
ΘΕC-C-ΑΛΟΝΙ-ΚΕΩΝ
AE. 26 mm, 10.96 g, 1 h – Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum, inv. no. 46
Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 263, no. 69.
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I.3. Iconographic and dating overview
This subsection focuses on the content of the hoard, the iconographic
representations on the issues and the dating, in order to contextualize it in its historical
background. The “Serres, 1966” hoard contains only bronze specimens struck by two
different mints; the local mint of the Macedonian Koinon is represented by fourteen
issues, whereas only one coin was struck in Thessaloniki. To achieve a better
understanding, the content of the hoard is summarized in table 1 and graph 1,
illustrating the total amount of the issues per mint and per emperor. The issues were
struck under the name of three emperors, namely under the reign of Severus
Alexander, Gordian III, and Philip the Arab. The majority of the coins, ten out of
fifteen, were minted during the reign of Severus Alexander (AD 231-235),55 while
three issues under the reign of Gordian III (AD 238-244); two of which were struck by
the Macedonian Koinon and only one by Thessaloniki.56 Finally, one issue belongs to
the reign of Philip the Arab (AD 244-249) and was minted in the name of the
Macedonian Koinon.57

Time of

Macedonian Koinon

Severus Alexander

10

Gordian III

3

Philip the Arab

1

Total

14

Thessaloniki

Total
10

1

4
1

1

15

Table 1. The content of the “Serres, 1966” hoard.

As far as the iconography is concerned, even though the number of coins is
restricted to fifteen, the hoard provides a variety of scenes and motifs, which are of
particular interest. Concerning the obverses, various types have been observed. Except
for the issue of Thessaloniki, which refers to a different historical context, the fourteen
issues of the Macedonian Koinon represent the head or bust of Alexander the Great.
55

For the coins minted under Severus Alexander see the catalogue above, (nos 1-10). See also Gaebler
1906, p. 97-99, 111, 116.
56
For the coins struck by Gordian III see (nos 11-13, 15); Gaebler 1906, p. 131, 144, 176; see also
Touratsoglou 1988, p. 263.
57
For the unique issue of Philip the Arab see (no. 14); Gaebler 1906, p. 183.
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The Macedonian king can be identified in several variations and roles. In the present
hoard, four different types could be distinguished. The majority of the coins –in total
eight– bear Alexander’s head, represented as a youthful king wearing a royal diadem
and in some cases with flowing hair (nos 1, 2, 4, 7-12). One issue depicts Alexander
with ram’s horn of Ammon Zeus (no. 11)58, emphasizing his divine attributes,59 while
two specimens (nos 3, 6) present Alexander as the hero Hercules, wearing a lion’s skin.
This type recalls Alexander’s own coinage, in which he was portrayed as Hercules.60
Two issues (nos 5, 13) illustrate Alexander wearing an Attic helmet; thus, indicating
his military virtue. Finally, on the obverse of the coin (no. 14), a cuirassed bust of
Alexander is depicted.61 The obverses of the above emissions are accompanied by the
Greek legend ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ (nos 2, 5, 8-11, 14) or ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV (nos 1, 3, 4, 6, 7,
12, 13) which runs in genitive from left to right); given the presence of this inscribed
legend, the identification with the king of Macedonia could be easily affirmed.
The reverses, on the other hand, represent whole iconographic scenes related to
Alexander the Great or representations referring to festivals, games and competitions
that took place in Beroia in honour of the Macedonian King. A great part of the reverse
dies illustrate Alexander the Great riding on his horse Bukephalas (nos 1-10, 14).
Representations of Greek deities can also be discerned on the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon.62 Issues (nos 4-5) carry the personification of the goddess
Athena, demonstrating the ancient Greek religious spirit.63 Interestingly enough,
among the issues of the “Serres, 1966” hoard is also the type that features the
Given this type, it should be stressed that Alexander’s portrayal appears on the coins of Macedonia
since the first century BC when Macedonia officially proclaimed a Roman province. Despite the Roman
domination, the tetradrachms that were issued this period, under the name of the Roman quaestor
Aesillas (95-75 BC), bore Alexander’s head with ram’s horn demonstrating his connection with the deity
of Zeus Ammon. Tsangari 2010, p. 185- 186.
59
Alexander’s prosopography emerged on the coinages of his successors right after his death. In the
coinage of Lysimachus and Seleucus I Nicator, Alexander is presented for the first time on the obverses
in various iconographic types. On the coinage of Lysimachus, he is presented with divine honours,
wearing ram’s horn that symbolizes the deity of Zeus Ammon, whereas currencies issued by Seleucus I
Nicator perpetuated Alexanders’ iconography depicting Hercules; nonetheless, on the coinage of
Seleucus Alexander’s head is portrayed, wearing a helmet covered with panther skin and adorned with
bull's ear and horns. For further details on the coinage of Lysimachus with types of Alexander the Great
see Thompson 1968; for the illustrations of the coins see Tsangari 2010, p. 184-185, fig. 214.
60
Tsangari 2010, p. 184.
61
Dahmen 2007, p. 136. It should be noted that the types with armoured busts are less frequent in the
coinage of the Macedonian Koinon. Instead, the types with Alexander’s diademed head as well as the
type with the Attic helmet are more usual.
62
Howgego 2006, p. 3. Local deities were relatively common on the coinage of the eastern Roman
provinces. In contrast to the western provinces, they were not integrated into the Roman Pantheon.
63
Gaebler 1906, p. 19. There are also relevant representations of other gods such as Zeus, Dionysus,
types of Nike and the personification of Macedonia.
58
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representation of Alexander’s mother, Olympias (no. 6). Olympias is presented on a seat
to left, feeding a serpent. This scene might be associated with one of the legends
concerning Alexander’s divine attributes. According to this legend, in the absence of
Philip II, the hybrid deity of Zeus Ammon appeared as a giant serpent and impregnated
Olympias; hence, making Alexander the son of Zeus Ammon.64 Nevertheless, other
numismatists have linked this type to the deity of health, Hygeia.65 Since the time of
Elagabalus new iconographic scenes had emerged. Representations of an agonistic table
with two prize urns on it, served as reverses on the coinages during the reign of Elagabalus
and Gordian III (nos 11-13).66 This iconographic type is related to the games and festivals,
which were held in Beroia in honour of Alexander the Great, the so-called
“ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ”.67
Undeniably, a glance at the iconography of the emissions of the hoard, minted by
the Macedonian Koinon, gives a vivid impression of the predominance of Alexander’s
representations. During the third century AD, this phenomenon becomes more intense.
Based on the iconography of both obverses and reverses, a spirit of philhellenism becomes
clearly apparent. Furthermore, the variety of the iconographic types that illustrate
Alexander as a young and beautiful king, and in several instances represent him with
heroic and divine features, demonstrate a profound adoration for the Macedonian king.68
Regardless of the analysis of the iconographic scenes, it should be also paid
attention to the inscribed legends, especially on the reverses that may designate the
historical and cultural context, in which the coins were struck. Given this fact, the issues
of the Macedonian Koinon could be divided into three groups. The first group contains the
coins (nos 1-3) with iconographic types of Alexander’s head and horseman (Alexander on
Bukephalas), which are dated in the early reign of Severus Alexander (AD 222-235).
These emissions, apart from the Greek legend “ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ”, carry also the
title of “ΟΜΟΝΟΙA”, “concordia” in Latin on their reverses.69
There are various legendary accounts concerning Alexander’s origin. In all probability, these legends
were developed retroactively to justify claims about Alexander’s divine origin.
65
Dahmen 2007, p. 140-141.
66
These prizes were possibly intended for the athletes at the competitions.
67
Burell 2004, p. 193-194; Dahmen 2007, p. 138. As it has already been mentioned, these emissions are
connected with the historical context of the period. The festivals and games, initiated during the reign of
Elagabalus in AD 218-222. Severus Alexander and Gordian III continued to strike issues bearing these
iconographic scenes. The organisation of such events indicates a combination between the traditional
cult of the Roman emperor with the games honouring Alexander the Great.
68
Dahmen 2007, p. 31-33; Tsangari 2010, p. 186-187.
69
Issues bearing the title of OMONOIA were also minted for Julia Mamea with the depiction of Nike and
Macedonia holding a Kabeiros, the divine protector of Thessaloniki. See Touratsoglou 1988, p. 95; Liampi
2005,p.896.
64
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The title of “OMONOIA” is referred to the alliance between the Macedonian Koinon
and the “civitas libera” Thessaloniki.70 Historically is well attested that the
Macedonian Koinon and Thessaloniki had a rivalry through the organisation of their
local festivals and games.71 Except for that, they had also a dispute for proclaiming
their privileges and the honorary titles of Neokoria and Metropolis.72 Types that bear
the title of OMONOIA were inaugurated during the reign of Severus Alexander and
according to Gaebler, they are dated precisely in AD 231.73 Besides, on the reverses of
these coins, the symbol of a star is discerned beneath the horse (nos 1-3). The second
group comprises later issues of Severus Alexander (nos 4-10), which refer to the first
Neokoria of the city, when Beroia was granted with the privilege of erecting a temple
related to the imperial cult.74 The inscribed legend “ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ (ΝΕΩ)”
denotes the connection with the first Neokoria. Although the title was achieved under
the reign of Nerva (AD 96-98), the inscription of Neokoria has appeared on the coins
for the first time a century later, during the reign of Macrinus (AD 217-218).75 The title
continued to exist also during the reign of Severus Alexander.76 Finally, the third group
of coins (nos 11-13) is associated with the celebration of the second Neokoria of the
city since the inscriptions demonstrate the ethnic “ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ” along
with the indication of “B ΝΕΩΚΟΡ”.77 Of great importance is the coin no. 14, on the
grounds that there is an uncommon attestation of the year AD 244 in the exergue of its
reverse die, indicated by the engraved letters ΕΟC (274 according to Actian Era).78
Taking into consideration the implied chronology, these issues could be attributed to
the reign of Philip the Arab (AD 244-249).79

70

Gaebler 1906, p. 21.
Likewise the case of Beroia, literary sources in accordance with coins and inscriptions have testified
that the games of ΚΑΒΕΙΡΙΑ and ΠΥΘΙΑ were held in Thessaloniki. See Leshhorn 1998, p. 406-408. In
the case of Thessaloniki, the title of Metropolis on the coinage has emerged in the reign of Gordian III
(AD 240-241), and at the same time title of Neokoros is also mentioned under his coinage. Touratsoglou
1988, p. 277.
72
For instances with coins that bear the honorary titles of Thessaloniki see Touratsoglou 1988; KremydiSicilianou 2005, p. 103.
73
Gaebler 1906, p. 20-21.
74
Gaebler 1906, p. 97-101, nos 341-358.
75
Gaebler 1906, p. 13.
76
For a detailed overview of the coinage with the title of Neokoria see the following chapter.
77
Gaebler 1906, p.101- 188, nos 359-859; Burell 2004, p. 193; These issues (nos 11-13) of the hoard
with the depictions of the prize urns which are closely related to the festivals in honour of Alexander,
according to Gaebler’s die study, are dated back to the reign of Gordian III (AD 238-244).
78
Gaebler 1906, p. 14.
79
Liampi 2005, p. 897
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This rare legend is presented only on the issues of Philp the Arab. Worth noting is also
that this specific type, which was minted under Philip the Arab, is considered rare
since only three specimens are displayed in the catalogue of Gaebler.80
Regarding the coin struck by the mint of Thessaloniki, which is dated during the
reign of Gordian III AD 238-244 (no. 15), on the obverse the emperor is depicted with
a radiate head to the right, along with the legend ΑΥΚ Μ ΑΝΤ ΓΟΡΔΙΑΝΟC. The
reverse die illustrates a Nike holding a Kabeiros81 and a palm branch, which are
accompanied by the ethnikon of the city ΘΕCCΑΛΟΝΙΚΕΩΝ (no. 15). According to
Touratsoglou, the type with emperor Gordian III and Nike holding a Kabeiros and a
palm branch could be approximately dated to AD 238-240/1 and belongs to the first
group of the coin series under this emperor.82

80

Gaebler 1906, p. 185, nos 837-840.
Numismatic and epigraphic material has affirmed the importance of the worship of the god Kabeiros
as a protector of Thessaloniki during the Roman imperial period. Further details on the worship of
Kabeiros see Touratsoglou 1985, p. 71-83; see also Tzanavari 2003, p. 177-262.
82
Touratsoglou 1988, p. 68, no. 263.
81
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I. 4. Commentary on the “Serres, 1966” hoard
Since the exact place of the provenance is unknown, there is no information
regarding the conditions and the context, in which the hoard was found. Given the
absence of such evidence, many queries have arisen. A significant issue lies in the fact,
whether it is about the whole hoard or only a part of a hoard. Touratsoglou in his study
on the coinage of Thessaloniki during the Roman imperial period reports that a hoard
uncovered in Macedonia in 1966, published by the authors of the Evelpidis Collection,
is plausible to be part of the under examination “Serres, 1966” hoard.83 Given this, both
hoards should be thoroughly examined, in order to clarify, if it is about the same
composition, the same date of concealment and consequently, the same historical
context. By examining the hoard of the Evelpidis Collection, it seems that its
composition is substantially similar to the “Serres,1966” hoard, at least as far as the
issues of the Macedonian Koinon and Thessaloniki are concerned. More specifically,
concerning the composition of the hoard in the Evelpidis Collection, it consists of 66+
specimens representing almost all the cities of the Roman province i.e Thessaloniki,
Amphipolis as well as the colonies of Dion, Cassandreia, Pella, Philippi, the
municipium of Stobi and the Koinon of the Macedonians. According to the authors, the
majority of the issues of Thessaloniki and the Macedonian Koinon are dated under the
reign of Severus Alexander (AD 222-235) and Gordian III (AD 238-244), as in the
case of the under examination “Serres, 1966” hoard. Bearing in mind the composition
of the aforementioned hoards, it should not be excluded the fact that we are coping
with the same hoard, which was plausibly split after its discovery.
Apart from the content, it might be taken into consideration whether the burial
date of these hoards matches. Firstly, the concealment of the published hoard in the
Evelpidis collection is dated to the reign of Gallienus (AD 253-268), based on the late
issues of Thessaloniki.84 Whereas, in the case of the under analysis “Serres, 1966”
hoard, considering the total amount of the coins, a terminus post quem burial date for
the hoard would be the year AD 244, during the reign of Philip the Arab, based on the
coin no. 14, which was struck that year.85 Comparing the two proposed concealment
dates of the hoards, it could be assumed that the chronological abstinence from the
83

For the composition of the coin hoards see Touratsoglou 1988, p. 121-122, nos 15, 18.
Touratsoglou 1988, p. 122, no. 18.
85
Although Touratsoglou in his publication has proposed, that the “Serres, 1966” hoard should be dated
to the reign of Gordian III, by examining each and every issue of the hoard, a new date of concealment
in the reign of Philip the Arab (AD 244-249) could be proposed, based on the coin no. 14.
84
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time of Philip the Arab (AD 244-249) down to the reign of Gallienus (AD 253-268) is
rather small, therefore the dating consents to the deduction that it might be the same
hoard.
The inclusion of coins in the “Serres,1966” hoard that cover emissions from the
time of Severus Alexander (AD 222-235) up to Philip the Arab (AD 244-249) could
suggest that these issues were in circulation at the same period of time. As far as the
reason which has led to its concealment is concerned, based on the historical context of
this period, the hoard might have been deposited due to the invasions of the barbarian
raids from the north, as it was the case with the general image of the middle of the third
century AD within the Balkan Peninsula.86 During the middle of the third century AD,
the Roman Empire confronted a crisis, which has occurred by the constant warfare and
invasions from the north and east. In accordance with the archaeological evidence, it
has been also admitted that these tribes should have attacked areas of Macedonia, and
possibly the central and eastern part.87 Since the provenance of this hoard comes from
central Macedonia (Serres), the concealment of the hoard could be linked to the
historical context of the aforementioned period.
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Touratsoglou 2006a, p. 19-20.
For the case of three coin hoards from the Sanctuary of Zeus Olympios of the colony of Dion, see
further details in Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004a, p. 93-112;
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CHAPTER II. THE BRONZE COINAGE OF THE MACEDONIAN KOINON:
AN OUTLINE

II.1. Coin production from Claudius to Diadumenian
The coins issued by the cities, colonies and the Macedonian Koinon in the
Roman province of Macedonia reveal concrete evidence regarding the policy that was
formed by the issuing authorities towards Rome. Based on the numismatic material,
from the late first century BC down to the middle of the third century AD, the coinages
of the Roman provinces were consisted entirely of bronze emissions, with the purpose
of the local circulation.88 The production and circulation of gold currencies (aurei)
were restricted only to Roman imperial issues.89 Apart from politics, the image could
emerge from the monetary production may reflect valuable evidence pertaining to the
social and cultural background of the cities under Roman rule. These issues could be
supplemented through the coinages and specifically by examining the iconographic
types, the legends, symbols and their values. In the case of the Macedonian Koinon, by
outlining its currencies, it becomes apparent that the prestige of the illustrious past of
Macedonia had a great impact on the coinage during the Roman imperial period.
Literary sources referring to the institution of the Macedonian Koinon are quite
scanty; a major key for investigating its features is the numismatic material. The bronze
coinage of the Macedonian Koinon has been relatively neglected since relevant ancient
literary sources are considerably limited. Coins could, undoubtedly, provide distinctive
aspects of the administrative and cultural character of the institution. Apart from coins,
the ample epigraphic testimonies unearthed from the region of Macedonia, have
supplemented the research towards Koinon to a significant extent, as a result of
conducting more concrete and coherent deductions. By investigating various angles of
the monetary series, many aspects of the social and political organisation are implied;
hence allowing a better comprehension of Koinon’s organisation and its attitude within
the Roman province of Macedonia. In 1906 a fundamental study on Koinon’s coinage
88

Dahmen 2007, p. 3-4. According to numismatic evidence and based on the unearthed hoard in the
province of Macedonia, it seems that the Roman imperial coins such as aurei and denarii were in
circulation for higher transactions and payments. Instead, the bronzes were used for the daily affairs. 89
Gaebler 1906, p. 11.
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was assembled by H. Gaebler.90 His diligent study on the issues of the Macedonian
Koinon has demonstrated a substantial contribution to the study of numismatics, by
presenting essential information concerning the production and the iconography during
the Roman imperial period. A wealth of varied and numerous dies are represented in a
catalogue along with a commentary on iconography, metrology, countermarks and
inscriptions, following a chronological order and attributing them to emperors. What
sparks the interest is that a great part of the catalogue deals with plenty of obverses, as
well as reverse representations of Alexander the Great, issued in the middle of the third
century AD in the name of the Macedonian Koinon.91 Based on the numismatic
evidence of this period, the Macedonian Koinon produced a sufficient amount of series
in the name of Alexander the Great. Given the fact that the composition of the “Serres,
1966” hoard concerns issues featuring these types, in this section an attempt of
outlining the coinage of the Macedonian Koinon and especially the third century AD
will be presented.
Issues that carry the legend of Macedonians “ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ” on the reverses
were produced already under the Antigonids, especially during the reign of Philip V
and the last Macedonian king, Perseus.92 Numismatic evidence in accordance with the
epigraphic testimonies have asserted that the Macedonian Koinon had its roots in a
pre-existed Hellenistic institution in the Macedonian kingdom.93 The institution made
its appearance numismatically since the reign of the last two Macedonian kings (Philip
V and Perseus). After the Roman conquest, the institution was re-organised in the early
imperial period.94 The monetary production of the Macedonian Koinon was resumed
under the Julio-Claudian period and according to Gaebler, possibly in AD 44, under
90

Gaebler 1906, p. 75-188, nos 229-859; later additions and observations published in Gaebler 1935. It
should be also noted that an updated investigation of the monetary production and circulation of the
Macedonian Koinon was made by K. Liampi. For further details see Liampi 2005.
91
Issues with depictions of Alexander the Great were also struck by Beroia.
92
Gaebler 1906, p. 26-52, nos 1-153. These issues bear mainly iconographical types such as shield and
helmet, typical Macedonian symbols, which were dominant in the coinage of the Hellenistic rulers.
Those elements indicate the political and heroic Hellenistic spirit of the Macedonian Kingdom. The
iconographical types in many cases are associated with other mints such as the mint of Thessaloniki, or
other Roman colonies within the region of Macedonia.
93
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2005, p. 101-102; Liampi 2005, p. 892.
94
Kremydi-Sicilianou 2005, p. 102. It is a well-known fact that all the Greek institutions (Koina) of this
period were re-organised under the early Empire, as in the case of the Macedonian Koinon. Recent
studies on the coinage of Macedonian Koinon by K. Liampi elucidated that the Koinon under Roman
dominance issued bronze coins simultaneously with the four administrative Macedonian districts. See
Liampi 2005, p. 892.
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the reign of Claudius.95 A respectful amount of emissions struck by the Macedonian
Koinon has designated the production of various denominations minted almost under
each and every emperor, from the reign of Claudius (AD 41-54) to the reign of Philip
the Arab (AD 244-249). Gaebler has attempted to classify the series of the Macedonian
Koinon into three main groups; the first group concerns issues from Claudius (AD 4154) to Vespasian (AD 69-79), the second from Domitian (AD 81-96) to Marcus
Aurelius (AD 161-180) while the latter comprises the coinages of Septimius Severus
(AD 192-211) up to Philip the Arab (AD 244-249).96
According to Gaebler’s classification, the first group is addressed to the coinages
of Claudius,97 Nero,98 Vitellius99 and Vespasian.100 Concerning the iconography, the
imperial portrait was always depicted on the obverses.101 Notable is the fact that the
reverses concerning issues that were struck under Claudius (AD 41-54), Nero (AD 5468) and Vitellius (AD 69) bore traditional Macedonian symbols such as the
Macedonian shield and the winged thunderbolt; thus, emphasizing the persistence of
the glorious Hellenistic past of Macedonia.102 Apart from the iconographic types, under
Claudius and Nero the obverses are accompanied by Greek legends along with their
names and the title “ΚΑΙΣΑΡ”, whereas issues of Vitellius and Vespasian (AD 69-79)
carry the Greek title “ΚΑΙΣΑΡ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΩΡ” accompanied with their names as
well.103 The ethnikon “ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΣ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ”, which is engraved on the
reverses, is distinctive.104 Another iconographic type depicted on the reverses of the
first group is the representation of the deity of Ares.105 Illustrations of Nike were
represented on the pseudo-autonomous issues that were circulated under the reign of
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Claudius.106 During this early imperial period, the mint of the Koinon apart from the
issues with the depictions of the imperial portrait on the obverses, produced also
pseudo-autonomous series with representations of Nike, Macedonian shield and the
type of the horse.107 According to Liampi, the early issues of Claudius present a low
quality, due to the poor inscribed legends.108 However, it has been observed that the
following emissions of the Macedonian Koinon worked carefully on the die stamps
since the majority of the coins are characterized by an excellent quality.109
The second group includes emissions of Domitian (AD 81-96),110 Hadrian (AD
117- 138),111 Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161),112 Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-180),113
Faustina (AD 161-175)

114

and Commodus (AD 180-192).115 Of utmost importance is

the fact that since the reign of Domitian the Macedonian Koinon produced issues that
bear the inscription ΚΟΙΝΟΝ near ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ on the reverses.116 In addition, the
obverses bore also the title ΚΑΙΣΑΡ along with ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΩΡ.117 Concerning the
iconographic themes, which were illustrated on the coinage of this period,
representations of Ares and the winged thunderbolt are repeated. Both iconographic
representations continued to be illustrated also later on, namely on the issues under the
reign of Hadrian as well as of Antoninus Pius.118 The type of the personification of
Macedonia has made its appearance during the reign of the above emperors.119 These
characteristic symbols were continued to be illustrated on various denominations of
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the coinage of the Macedonian Koinon until the third century AD.120 Remarkable is
also the fact that the iconography has retained Hellenistic features even during the
second century AD.121 Nevertheless, it should be clarified that Roman motifs were not
absent, as in many cases the coins bore iconographic features related to Rome.122
The third group of coins of the Macedonian Koinon (AD 193-211) includes
various denominations struck under the reign of Septimius Severus (AD 192- 211),123
Ioulia Domna (AD 193-211),124 Caracalla (AD 211-217),125 Macrinus (AD 217-218)126
and finally, Diadumenian (AD 218).127 Concerning this group, it has been observed that
in comparison with the preceding monetary series, the value of denominations is
greater. As far as the iconography is concerned, apart from Diadumenian, whose
portrait is accompanied by the title “ΚΑΙΣΑΡ ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΩΡ”, other instances carry
only the title “ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΩΡ”.128 During this period a variety of iconographic
depictions has emerged. On the coinage of Septimius Severus and Caracalla,
representations of Zeus, as well as the figure of the personification of Macedonia, are
dominant.129 Under the reign of Macrinus (AD 217- 218), the Roman type of adventus
is represented on his coinage and it could be associated with the historical context,
meaning the Parthian wars.130 According to the historical data, Macrinus and his son
Diadumenian visited the province of Macedonia at the end of the Parthian wars.131
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Another important indication of this group of emissions is that the legend
“ΝΕΩΚΟΡΩΝ” appeared for the first time on the coinage of the emperor Macrinus
(AD 217-218), even though the first Neokoria was declared under Nerva (AD 96-98),
as it has been noted in the previous chapter.132

II.2. Coin production from Elagabalus to Philip the Arab
The iconography of bronze emissions of the third century AD adapted a
revolutionary character since a large variety of new iconographic types was
introduced.133 This group refers to the coinage of Elagabalus (AD 218-222) and ends
up with the coinage of Philip the Arab (AD 244-249). Concerning the parameter of
iconography, the coins could be divided into two main categories, as a distinct number
of issues featuring imperial portraits, while other emissions illustrating representations
of Alexander the Great.134 Macedonian Koinon continued to strike issues bearing the
imperial portraits of Elagabalus,135 Severus Alexander,136 Gordian III,137 Ioulia
Mamaea138 and Philip the Arab on the obverses.139
The emissions, which are considered of high importance –due to the marvellous
quality and the absorbing iconography –, are those that represent portraits of
Alexander the Great.140 These series were struck for the first time under the reign of
Elagabalus (AD 218) in the early third century AD and continued to be minted up to
the reign of Philip the Arab (AD 244-249).141 Under Elagabalus, the city of Beroia was
honoured as Neokoros twice and granted with the privilege to erect a second temple for
the emperor. During this period, the coinage of the Macedonian Koinon has virtually
abandoned its former practice of illustrating the emperor’s portrait on the obverses.
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Instead, the imperial portraits were completely superseded by representations of the
Macedonian king142. The “Serres, 1966” hoard provides such striking instances.143
Alexander is represented on the obverses in various portrayals showing his head or
bust, diademed with flowing hair, wearing a lion’s skin, and in some cases with ram’s
horn, deified.144 In several issues but less frequent, Alexander is presented as a warrior,
equipped with armour, holding a spear or a shield or wearing an Athenian helmet.145
These representations emphasize evidently his military virtue, hence conveying his
Macedonian identity.146 Apart from the iconographic representations, Alexander could
be identified by the name, which is imprinted on the obverses in Greek
“ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟC”, “ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟV” or “ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ”.147 These series were
struck along with the title of the first Neokoria,148 the second Neokoria149 or without the
title of Neokoria.150 It is of utmost importance the fact that his physiognomy is
maintained with almost the same features; specifically, he is portrayed as a young king,
beardless with long or flowing hair, for a long period of time.151
A variety of themes and elaborated scenes are represented also on the reverses. A
great part of them presents Alexander as a rider along with his horse Bukephalas.152
Apart from Alexander and Bukephalas, two new reverse types emerged, which are
subsequently associated with the title of the Second Neokoria. One type represents two
five-column temples along with the legend “B ΝΕΩΚΟΡΩΝ”.153 The rest of the types
142
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represent a table surmounted by two prize urns, each containing a palm branch and in
several issues, a valantio stands under the table.154 Depictions of temples, which
contained the cult images provide a clear demonstration of the imperial cult, as an
expression of the Roman identity. The representation of buildings and monuments on
the coins is considered a Roman innovation.155 Such buildings were usually connected
with an act; in the case of the Macedonian Koinon, the depictions of temples were used
as an allusion to the imperial cult.156 Beroia, as the capital of the Macedonian Koinon,
became the seat of the imperial cult, which was conducted during the assembly of the
Koinon. The city secured the title of Neokoros twice, firstly under the dynasty of
Flavians and later under the reign of Elagabalus and Gordian III.157
Immediately after the death of Elagabalus and the condemnation of the damnatio
memoriae, the title of Beroia’s Neokoria was withdrawn.158 With the accession of
Severus Alexander to the throne, representations such as Athena Nikephoros,
Alexander on Bukephalas, the type of adventus and the lion chasing, are among the
most frequent scenes that appear on his coinage.159 However, a type, which bears the
representation of Athena along with the title of the second Neokoria was still in use
under the reign of Severus Alexander.160 Depictions of the mounted emperor along with
the representations of Athena seated on a throne and holding a Nike have enriched the
iconography on the issues that were struck under his reign. Furthermore, another
common depiction is the type of profectio, which is related to the war against
Artaxerxes in AD 231. During this period the emperor moved to the province of
Macedonia.161 Other depictions concern representations of Nike and

the

personification of Macedonia along with the title of OMONOIA.162
As it has been mentioned above, the second Neokoria is also discerned on the
series under the emperor Gordian III (AD 238-244). According to the epigraphic
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testimonies, the title of Neokoria was declared again during his reign and presumably
in AD 239.163 As far as the iconographic scenes are concerned, the pattern of
illustrating both portraits of the emperor and Alexander the Great continued to be
represented on the coinage.164 The motifs of the reverses represent depictions of the
temple of the imperial worship.165 Based on Gaebler’s catalogue, it might be assumed
that the production of his coinage was considerably extensive.166 As he has correctly
stated, the coins of the Koinon with the imperial portrait of Gordian III and Alexander
the Great denote the celebration of the famous games of “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ”, which were
held in Beroia.167 Apart from the “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ”, it is also well known that
“ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ” were celebrated in Beroia during the reign of Severus Alexander
and more precisely in AD 229.168
Apart from the imperial worship, which is detected on the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon, the phenomenon of Alexander’s the Great cult made its
appearance during the third century AD.169 The last emperor who struck coins in the
name of the Macedonian Koinon is Philip the Arab (AD 244-249). The reference of the
second Neokoria is repeatedly illustrated on his coinage. What sparks the interest is the
fact that a chronological indication implied by the Greek legend (ΕΟC), which means
the year of AD 244, appeared on his coinage for the first time.170 Concerning the
dating, Gaebler made a great effort to classify the series in three main groups, the first
emissions, which coincide with the year 242 AD, a year which has marked the
introduction of the “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” and the presence of the emperor Gordian III in the
province of Macedonia.171 For the second group the date AD 244 could be associated
with the presence of the emperor Philip I the Arab, and the last one with the celebration
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of the second “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” in AD 246.172 Consequently, the production of coins that
carry the title of the second Neokoria under Philip the Arab probably took place in AD
244 and AD 246. Bearing in mind the iconographic scenes along with the inscribed
legends, it is becoming profound that the coinage reflects the cultural and agonistic
festivals and games “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” and “ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ”, in honour of Alexander the
Great, since they were celebrated in the seat of the Macedonian Koinon.

II.3. The coin series of Beroia
Beroia was considered an exceptional case in issuing coins in the name of the
Macedonian Koinon. Only a few specimens bear the ethnic of the city.173 It is worth to
mention that Beroia initiated to strike series simultaneously with the last group of coins
of the Macedonian Koinon. Beroians minted three types of series related to the
festivals and games of this period. Representations of Alexander the Great were
dominant on the obverses. The legends, which accompanied the obverse dies testify
that the coins were produced in the name of Beroia, since they carry the ethnic
“ΒΕΡΟΙΑΙΩΝ” or in some cases “ΒΕΡΑΙΩΝ”.174 As far as iconography, style and
dating are concerned, according to Touratsoglou and Liampi, these issues that were
struck in the name of Beroians bear indicative similarities with the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon.175 The reason why these series were issued might be explained
through the iconographic themes that show representations of Alexander the Great,
Hygeia, two Temples and the prizes for athletes.176 Although these coins are difficult to
be dated, they might have been produced for celebrating the second Neokoria. The
reverses of other series of coins bear the legend “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ ΕΝ ΒΕΡΟΙΑ”, thus,
denoting the celebration of the second “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” that took place in Beroia.177
According to Gaebler, these emissions should be dated in AD 246, as in the case of the
Macedonian Koinon.178
The coinage of the Macedonian Koinon was characterized by a sufficient amount
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of various denominations, which were exclusively struck in bronze.179 The number of
series that carry the imperial portrait on the obverses is adequate. Remarkably large is
also the coin production, which features outstanding illustrations of Alexander the
Great. Investigations on the die studies conducted by Gaebler, but also by modern
numismatists have shown that the first phase of Koinon’s production is
iconographically restricted to specific Macedonian symbols, such as the Macedonian
shield and the thunderbolt.180 Instead, a plethora of new iconographic types referring to
the Hellenistic past, as well as to the Roman policy, emerged in later phases.181
Especially, in the last category of the emissions, namely from Elagabalus (AD 218222) up to the termination of the coinage during the reign of Philip the Arab (AD 244249), the huge diversity of the iconographic depictions is of particular interest, not only
for the coinage of the Macedonian Koinon, but generally for the study of numismatics.
Apart from the iconography, the series of the third century AD have had a preeminent
role, as they were produced and circulated in large quantities within the Macedonian
province.182 Worth to note is also that the mint of the Macedonian Koinon is the only
mint of the province of Roman Macedonia, which produced coins under Vitellius (AD
69).183 On the contrary, no monetary evidence has been found yet under the name of
several emperors such as Titus (AD 79-81), Trajan (AD 98-117), Getas (AD 209211)184 and Maximinus the Thrax (AD 235-238).185 It might not be excluded that the
Macedonian Koinon had minted coins under these emperors, but the coins either were
melted down in order new emissions to be produced or they were not preserved that
well, due to the corrosion; thus, making the identification difficult.186
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II. 4. Metrological features and denominations
Metrological analysis on the bronze numismatic production of the Macedonian
cities during the Roman imperial period could provide a complete overview of the
economic and monetary history of the Macedonian province. According to some
metrological observations by Liampi, the denominations of the Macedonian Koinon
seem to fall into three categories; the production of large denominations (4-assaria),
intermediate denominations (1-assarion) and finally two smaller denominations (½
and ¼-assarion). By examining the weight and the diameter of the issues of the
Koinon, it has been observed that during the Julio-Claudian the Macedonian Koinon
produced larger denominations rather rare, while in the consecutive series, namely
from the reign of Domitian (AD 81-96) onwards, the value of the coins initiated
gradually to be decreased.187 However, despite the reduced value, notable is the fact
that these emissions have provided a wide variety of iconographic depictions.188 The
large denomination bore the types with representations of Ares, whereas the small
denominations depicted the type of the Macedonian shield. The heavier denomination
seems that cease to circulate in the region.189 Occasionally, the Koinon produced
smaller denominations, which continued to circulate up to the third century AD.
Studies on the coins of Thessaloniki by Touratsoglou have shown that even under the
Flavians large denominations of 2-assaria of 26-27mm. weighting 15 g. and 1assarion of 21-24 mm weighting 7-8 g. were in use.190 Comparing other metrological
studies of the Macedonian cities, the impression created is that during the first century
AD various denominations were produced, while in the third century AD, the cities
seem that they have followed a quite similar pattern of standards. Thessaloniki,
Macedonian Koinon, Dion, Edessa and Pella seem that have produced similar
intermediate denominations equal to 1-assarion, while Amphipolis, Philippi and Stobi
represented heavier issues. A great part of emissions that are dated in the third century
AD present diameter of 24-26 mm. and weight approximately 10-2 g.191 This pattern
seems to account for the majority of the issues of the Macedonian Koinon, included
also the specimens of the “Serres, 1966” hoard.
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Regarding the metrology of the coins of the “Serres, 1966” hoard, the specimens
have an average weight between 10-12 g. and diameter of 24-27 mm. As noted above,
such denominations were widely in use within the province of Macedonia, especially
after the third century AD.192 Even though all the emissions were struck in bronze, a
great part of them is preserved in excellent condition. A great part of the coins
illustrates an outstanding, rather careful production work from both mints. However,
some flans bear part of the imprint of the circular die’s edge. These imprints were
discerned on the obverses of nos 5 and 9 and the reverses of nos 1, 3, 7, 8, 11 and 12.
Another indicative observation is that some coins bear breaks on the die faces. The flan
of the coin no. 5 is half-broken, while the coin no. 2 bears a round hole. by examining
the coins it can be assumed that almost all the emissions retained some measures of
similar type of encrustation, thus suggesting that they all come from the same place of
concealment. An overall impression of the production of these issues is that they were
minted with a careful concern for their appearance. Given this fact, these bronze
emissions were plausibly destined for the supplement of the local needs, but also for
covering the expenses of the organisation of festivals in both cases of Beroia and
Thessaloniki.
Considering the data of other mint studies of the Macedonian cities, it seems that
the bronze coinage of the Macedonian Koinon has followed the metrological pattern of
the other Macedonian mints, especially that of Thessaloniki.193 Although the earlier
denominations varied, in the third century AD the coins adopted a standard value equal
of 1-assarion.194 However, this does not mean that the Macedonian cities did not mint
larger or even smaller denominations during the third century AD.195 As Kremydi has
stated, the bronze provincial issues were characterized by inflation.196 Despite, the
similarities with the Roman denominational system, the provincial authorities followed
their own innovations.
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CHAPTER III. THE CIRCULATION OF THE COINAGE OF THE
MACEDONIAN KOINON DURING THE ROMAN IMPERIAL PERIOD

III.1. The hoard evidence: The case of the Macedonian Koinon
Hoard evidence undoubtedly, constitutes an extremely useful implement for the
study of numismatics, not only for the dating but also on the grounds that they
elucidate crucial data referring to the coin circulation, distribution and generally, to the
economy of a region. Over the recent years, studies on the hoard evidence and the coin
circulation in Roman Macedonia was achieved by Touratsoglou in his book on the coin
circulation and hoards, published in 1993,197 but also through his study on
Thessaloniki’s coinage during the Roman imperial period.198 Kremydi-Sicilianou has
also dealt with the coin circulation in her publication on the coinage of the Roman
colony of Dion.199 Relevant studies on hoard evidence and especially on the coinage of
Edessa made by Papaefthymiou.200 These publications have offered adequate
information concerning the monetary circulation in Macedonia during the Roman
imperial period.
Based on the hoard evidence unearthed in the region of Macedonia up until
today, an outline of the coin circulation during the Roman imperial era will be
attempted. Since the current paper deals with the “Serres, 1966” hoard and the coinage
of the Macedonian Koinon, the study will be concentrated on the hoards of the Roman
imperial period containing emissions of the Macedonian Koinon. Overall, nineteen
coin hoards have been collected, including also the “Serres, 1966” hoard.201 Detailed
information about the content, the date of the concealment, the number of coins per
197

For a thorough examination on the monetary circulation in Macedonia from the first century BC up to
the third century AD see Touratsoglou 1993; It is also worth to note that a recent publication by
Touratsoglou concerning the historical, numismatic and economic approach of Greece and the area of
Balkans has supplemented the research towards the image of coin circulation in Macedonia under the
Roman empire. Specifically, he has provided a significant perspective of the historical and economic
context through the consideration of an impressive amount of coin hoards that have been concealed. For
a further overview see Touratsoglou 2006a.
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For the study on the coinage of Thessaloniki during the Roman imperial period see Touratsoglou
1988;
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For the coinage of the Roman colony of Dion see Kremydi-Sicilianou 1996; see also KremydiSicilianou 2004.
200
Concerning the study on the numismatic and historical outline of the coinage of Edessa in Macedonia
see Papaefthymiou 2002.
201
Regarding the composition and the commentary on the “Serres, 1966” hoard see Chapter I, p.8.
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issuing authority, and the place of disposition of each one of the examined hoards are
performed in the following pages.202 At the end of this section there is a table, which
contains the nineteenth coin hoards along with the above details summarized. The
hoards are presented in chronological order, according to the date of their concealment.
Even though some issues regarding the institution of the Macedonian Koinon have
remained controversial for years, the study on the numismatic material and especially
on the hoard evidence could offer a paramount perspective on the coin circulation of
the coinage of the Macedonian Koinon within the Roman province of Macedonia.
Taking into consideration the places in which the examined coin hoards were
found, it seems that the emissions minted by the cities, colonies and the municipium of
Stobi were generally circulated at a local level, not far from the place of their
production.203 This fact could be associated with the conclusions drawn from the
geographical distribution of the hoard evidence already since the first century AD.204
Concerning the issues that were struck by the Macedonian Koinon, it could be turned
out that they were in circulation mainly in the region of central Macedonia including
the peninsula of Chalkidiki, but also in the wider area of eastern Macedonia.205
According to the current data, seven out of the nineteen hoards were concealed in the
region of Pieria, and especially in the colony of Dion.206 Six coin hoards were revealed
from the region of Beroia and adjacent areas such as Thessaloniki,207 four from the
region of eastern Macedonia208 and finally, two hoards were uncovered in Ierissos of
the Peninsula of Chalkidiki.209
Bearing in mind the obtained evidence of the below graph (Graph.2), it could be
understood that only 167 emissions belong to the mint of the Macedonian Koinon,
from the total amount of 2.459 coins coming from the nineteen hoards, with its
percentage ranging 7%. The mint of Dion possessed a preeminent position with the
highest amount of coins, reaches 1699 issues, a percentage of 73%. However, it should
202
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be noted that a large number of issues coming from the mint of Dion is due to the
discovery of the “Dion, 1999” hoard, which has provided by far an innumerable
amount of 1590 specimens.210 Apart from that, in comparison with other Roman
provincial mints of Macedonia, the coinage of the colony of Dion is considered one of
the most well-studied cases.211
Content of the coin hoards
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Graph 1. The content of the hoards illustrating in numbers per issuing authority.

Immediately after the mint of Dion, follows the mint of Thessaloniki, which is
represented by 267 emissions, a percentage of 11% out of the total number of 2.459
issues.212 The mints of Amphipolis and Pella illustrate an adequate amount of coins,
providing 71 and 55 issues respectively, whereas other mints, such as the mint of the
colonies of Cassandreia and Philippi, and the Municipium of Stobi are represented in a
very small amount of emissions, or even absent. Taking everything into account and
comparing to the other Macedonian mints, after Dion and Thessaloniki, the mint of the
Macedonian Koinon presents a remarkable number of issues within the nineteenth
examined hoards. It might be stressed that among the Macedonian mints of the Roman
imperial period, Thessaloniki, Dion and the Macedonian Koinon have produced a
sufficient amount of issues that were in circulation within the province. The hoards
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Information for the coinage and the circulation of the colony of Dion, see Kremydi-Sicilianou 1996;
for the specific hoard with the ample numismatic material see Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004a, p. 25-28.
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For the coinage and the circulation of Thessaloniki, see Touratsoglou 1988.
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are composed mainly of bronze issues, although there are few instances of unmixed
hoards containing a small number of Roman silver currencies. Interestingly, Roman
imperial issues are presented on a quite small proportion of 34 issues, a percentage of
only 2%.213
As it has been stated above, the purpose of the examination of the nineteen coin
hoards was to achieve a clear overview of the circulation of the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon in the Roman province, in comparison with other Macedonian
mints. More precisely, emphasis will be given to the number of the issues that were
struck by each and every emperor in the name of the Macedonian Koinon, in order to
conduct deductions concerning the monetary production. On the collected data of the
below graph (Graph.2), it is becoming crystal clear that a large number of emissions
were struck under Hadrian (AD 117-138), Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161), Severus
Alexander (AD 222-235) and Gordian III (AD 238-244) respectively. Emissions of
Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-180), Elagabalus (AD 218-222) and Philip the Arab (AD
244-249) are represented in quite small numbers, while the total amount of the issues
under the reign of the early emperors, namely Claudius (AD 41-54), Vespasian (AD
69-79) and Domitian (AD 81-96) is dramatically limited, if not nonexistent.
Issuing authorities of the Macedonian Koinon
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Graph. 2. Issues of the Macedonian Koinon per emperor
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bronzes currencies as well.
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Taking into consideration the evidence of the Graph.2, it is demonstrated that the
highest amount of the coins were unidentified. Specifically, 48 issues out of the 167
lacked important evidence; in general, there is a distinct lack of studies towards the
coinage of the Macedonian Koinon. At this point, it might be admitted that during the
examination of the coin hoards, in many instances concerning the emissions of the
Macedonian Koinon, the coins were not attributed to emperors -either due to limited
studies on the issues or due to the low state of preservation-. Only a general
chronological outline was mentioned; thus, providing misleading evidence to the
researchers. In the case of coin hoards, it should be confessed that the results lacked a
detailed investigation. A thorough outline of the monetary circulation cannot be
achieved, since the highest percentage of the coins has not been identified or even
studied yet.

III.2. Commentary on dating
An important aim of this subsection is an attempt to replace the “Serres, 1966”
hoard in the general context of the up to now revealed hoard evidence from Macedonia
during the Roman imperial period. Based on the current data, the concealment of the
nineteen hoards covers a period from the reign of Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161) to the
reign of Claudius Gothicus (AD 268-270 AD), according to the latest deposit of the
“Amphipolis, 1976” hoard.214 A major part of them is dated to the third century AD,
but there are also coin hoards, which are dated to the middle of the second century AD,
under the reign of Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius and Commodus.215 More precisely,
only six coin hoards are dated in the second century AD.216 According to the studies on
the hoard evidence of Macedonia during the Roman imperial period, the concealment
of the hoards in the middle third century AD might be associated with the historical
outline of the era.217 The greatest part of the concealments has occurred during the
reign of Gordian III (AD 238-244), Philip the Arab (244-249) and Gallienus (244-249).
Therefore, considering the historical context of this period, they could be related to the
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upheaval invasions of the barbarian tribes of the north that had caused an imminent
danger in the territory of Macedonia during the middle of the third century AD.
According to numismatists, these hoards belong to the category of the “emergency
hoards”.218 Finally, a large number of concealments might have occurred due to the
siege of Thessaloniki in AD 254.219
Concerning the coinage of the Macedonian Koinon, it might be turned out that
there is not a wide chronological circulation of emissions, at least as far as the early
issues are concerned. Based on the collected hoard evidence, the absence of emissions
that were struck by the Julio-Claudians and Flavians is worth noting. Instead, during
the Severan dynasty and mainly under the reign of Severus Alexander, but also under
Gordian III the monetary series should have been produced in quite large quantities.221
The early issues of the Macedonian Koinon, which were minted under the early
imperial period seem that have ceased to circulate within the Roman province in the
second and the third century AD.220 This pattern followed also for the later emissions.

Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004a, p. 42. The “emergency hoards” were hidden away in times of acute danger.
Touratsoglou 2006a, p. 147.
220
On the contrary, a wide circulation could be traced on the issues of Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161) and
Hadrian (AD 117-138), but also on the issues struck by the Severans and mostly of Severus Alexander
(AD 222-235).
221
Touratsoglou 2006a, p. 153.
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III.3. Coin hoards containing issues of the Macedonian Koinon
1. “Ierissos, 1976”
Concealment: under Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161)
Contents: 3
Macedonian Koinon: 1 (Vespasian)
Cassandreia: 1
Philippi: 1
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1993, p. 60.
2. “Dion, 1998”
Concealment: under Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161)
Contents: 81
Macedonian Koinon: 1 (Hadrian)
Thessaloniki: 3
Dion: 72
Philippi: 1
Roman imperial: 3
Disposition: Dion, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004a, p. 30.
3. “Dion, 1999”
Concealment: under Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161)
Contents: 1590
Macedonian Koinon: 39 (1 Domitian, 14 Hadrian, 20 Antoninus Pius, 3 uncertain)
Thessaloniki: 13
Amphipolis: 1
Dion: 1452,
Philippi: 7
Edessa: 2
Thessalian Koinon: 47
Corinth: 1
Magydos: 1
[38]

Tralleis: 1
Roman imperial: 15
Unidentified: 10
Disposition: Dion, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004a, p. 26.
4. “Dion, 2000”
Concealment: under Antoninus Pius (AD 138-161)
Contents: 129
Macedonian Koinon: 1 (Claudius)
Thessaloniki: 2
Dion: 120
Thessalian Koinon: 4
Ilion: 1
Unidentified: 1
Disposition: Dion, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Kremydi-Sicilianou 2004a, p. 28.
5. “Sevasti, 1987b”
Concealment: under Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-180)
Contents: 14
Macedonian Koinon: 4 (1 Antoninus Pius, 2 Marcus Aurelius, 1 Faustina)
Dion: 6
Stobi: 1
Roman: 1
Unidentified: 2
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1993, p. 58.
6. “Sevasti, 1987a”
Concealment: under Commodus (AD 189-192)
Contents: 24
Macedonian Koinon: 12 (6 Antoninus Pius, 3 Marcus Aurelius, 1 Faustina, 1 Lucius
Verus, 1 Commodus)
[39]

Thessaloniki: 2
Dion: 7
Roman: 3
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1993, p. 58.
7. “Ierissos, 1973”
Concealment: under Maximus Thrax (AD 235-238)
Contents: 15
Macedonian Koinon: 4 (3 Antoninus Pius, 1 Marcus Aurelius)
Thessaloniki: 5
Amphipolis: 1
Stobi: 1
Cassandreia: 1
Roman: 2
Unidentified: 1
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1993, p. 59.
8. “Beroia, 1949”
Concealment: under Gordian III or later (AD 238-244)
Contents: 11
Macedonian Koinon: 3 (1 Marcus Aurelius, 1 Severus Alexander, 1 Gordian III)
Thessaloniki: 4
Pella: 2
Dion: 1
Disposition: Athens, Numismatic Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 119.
9. “Serres, 1975”
Concealment: under Gordian III (AD 238-244) or Philip the Arab (AD 244-249)
Contents: 20
Macedonian Koinon: 1 (worn)
Thessaloniki: 9
[40]

Pella: 3
Edessa: 2
Amphipolis: 2
Dion: 1
Cassandreia: 1
Roman imperial: 1
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 122.
10. “Serres, 1966”
Concealment: under Philip the Arab (AD 244-249)
Contents: 15
Macedonian Koinon: 14 (10 Severus Alexander, 3 Gordian III, 1 Philip the Arab)
Thessaloniki: 1
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Petsas 1969, p. 210; Touratsoglou, 1988, p. 121.
11. “Kentriko Kilkis, 1981”
Concealment: under Philip the Arab (AD 244-249)
Contents: 111
Macedonian Koinon: 9 (1 Hadrian, 5 Antoninus Pius, 1 Commodus, 2 Gordian III)
Thessaloniki: 69
Pella: 14
Edessa: 6
Dion: 3
Stobi: 1
Roman imperial: 4
Unidentified: 5
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 119.
12. “Methone, 1986”
Concealment: under Philip the Arab (AD 244-249)
Contents: 12
[41]

Macedonian Koinon: 1 (worn)
Thessaloniki: 7
Dion: 1
Unidentified: 3
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1993, p. 59.
13. “Leukochori Lagadas, 1970”
Concealment: under Trajanus Decius (AD 249-251)
Contents: 44
Macedonian Koinon: 5 (4 Severus Alexander, 1 Macrinus)
Thessaloniki: 17
Edessa: 1
Dion: 2
Pella: 12
Stobi: 1
Roman imperial: 1
Unidentified: 5
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 118.
14. “Macedonia, 1966”
Concealment: under Gallienus (AD 253-268)
Contents: 66+
Macedonian Koinon: 4 (Severus Alexander & Gordian III)
Thessaloniki: 18
Amphipolis: 32
Cassandreia: 2
Dion: 1
Edessa: 3
Philippi: 1
Pella: 2
Stobi: 3
Disposition: Athens, Bank of Greece.
[42]

Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 121.
15. “Koufalia, 1966”
Concealment: under Gallienus (AD 253-268)
Contents: 19
Macedonian Koinon: 3 (Severus Alexander)
Thessaloniki: 8
Edessa: 5
Dion: 1
Roman imperial: 2
Disposition: Thessaloniki, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 119.
16. “Macedonia, unknown date”
Concealment: under Gallienus (AD 253-268)
Contents: 114
Macedonian Koinon: 18 (1 Septimius Severus, 6 Elagabalus, 6 Gordian III, 3 Philip
the Arab, 2 worn)
Thessaloniki: 45
Dion: 27
Pella: 15
Edessa: 9
Disposition: Athens, M. Pagoulatos Collection.
Reference: Kremydi-Sicilianou 1996, p. 132.
17. “Macedonia, 1973”
Concealment: under Gallienus (AD 253-268)
Contents: 149
Macedonian Koinon: 41 (from Claudian until Gordian III)
Thessaloniki: 46
Amphipolis: 30
Dion: 4
Edessa: 5
Cassandreia: 13
[43]

Pella: 1
Stobi: 3
Philippi: 6
Disposition: Athens, Numismatic Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou 1988, p. 121.
18. “Dion, 1987”
Concealment: under Gallienus (AD 253-268)
Contents: 3
Macedonian Koinon: 1 (unidentified)
Thessaloniki: 1
Dion: 1
Disposition: Dion, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Kremydi-Sicilianou 1996, p. 136.
19. “Amphipolis, 1976”
Concealment: under Claudius Gothicus (AD 268-270)
Contents: 39
Macedonian Koinon: 5 (Severus Alexander)
Thessaloniki: 17
Amphipolis: 6
Pella: 6
Edessa: 3
Roman imperial: 2
Disposition: Kavala, Archaeological Museum.
Reference: Touratsoglou, 1988, p. 120.
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Table 2. Coin hoards from Macedonia containing issues of the Macedonian Koinon (second and third century AD).
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ROMAN
IMPERIAL

Antoninus Pius

Kremydi 2004

4. Dion, 2000

STOBI

Kremydi 2004

3. Dion, 1999

1

EDESSA

3

Kremydi 2004

PHILIPPI

1

Touratsoglou 1993

2. Dion, 1998

PELLA

1

81

1. Ierissos, 1976

CASSANDREIA

3

Antoninus Pius

CONCEALMENT

DION

Antoninus Pius

REFERENCES

AMPHIPOLIS

MACEDONIAN.
KOINON

THESSALONIKI

TOTAL

HOARDS

2

CONCLUSIONS

The examination of the coinages of the Macedonian cities, colonies and the Koinon
could shed light on various aspects of the history of Macedonia during the Roman
imperial period. The numismatic evidence has provided a wide range of information
on the historical and cultural background of the Macedonian society under Roman
domination.
The thorough examination of the “Serres, 1966” hoard has led to significant
observations and new deductions concerning the dating of the hoard. It has contributed
to contextualize it into the coin circulation in the province of Macedonia during the
third century AD. In accordance with the majority of third century AD hoards found in
Macedonia, it consists exclusively of bronze issues. Touratsoglou has argued that the
“Serres, 1966” hoard might be a part of another one, which was found in Macedonia in
the same year and ended up in the Evelpidis Collection. The examination of the dating
of the two hoards and their content -especially the small number of coins and the
representation of only two issuing authorities- might confirm the hypothesis of
Touratsoglou. My contention is that safest deductions could be drawn from a detailed
examination of the hoard in the Evelpidis Collection.
The study of the “Serres, 1966” hoard, has provided an outline of the production,
iconography and circulation of the coinage of the Macedonian Koinon. It could be
assumed that the Koinon produced significant issues characterized by a wealth of
unique iconographic themes. The Koinon appears to have had a consecutive coin
production during almost the entire Roman imperial period. The majority of the coins
reflect the ethnic and cultural identity of the Hellenistic Macedonia. According to the
studies on the coinage of the Koinon by Gaebler, it seems that already since the JulioClaudian period the Macedonian Koinon produced a sufficient amount of issues, which
carry Hellenistic iconographic themes; characteristic symbols, such as the Macedonian
shield and the thunderbolt, hold a prominent presence on the coin repertoire, whereas
the depiction of Greek deities allure to the Greek past. A notable phenomenon of the
third century AD coinage concerns the representations of Alexander the Great that
replaced the imperial portrait on the obverses of the coins. The phenomenon started in
[46]

the reign of Elagabalus (AD 218-222) and continued until the end of the coin
production of the Koinon under Philip the Arab (AD 244-249). It should be pointed out
that the third century AD coin iconography of the Koinon, in accordance with the
epigraphic material, has asserted the transition of the Roman imperial cult into the cult
of Alexander the Great. This fact could be also affirmed by the renowned organisation
of the games and festivals “ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” and “ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑ” in honour
of Alexander. The bronze issues struck by the Macedonian Koinon should have played
a significant role in covering the needs of the organisation of these festivals held in
Beroia, the seat of the Koinon. Apart from Beroia, Thessaloniki is another indicative
example of producing coins for such expenses. Consequently, it can be argued that in
the case of the province of Macedonia, the inhabitants were adapted to the conditions
imposed by the Romans; they maintained to a great extent their cults, institutions and
traditions. On the other hand, the Roman elements are not absent, since the imperial
portraits and cult are represented on the coins. In the coinage of the Macedonian
Koinon, the issues that carry the title of Neokoria and related iconographic themes,
such as temples, constitute striking examples. Finally, even though it becomes apparent
that there is no general pattern behind the iconography of the coinage of the
Macedonian Koinon, the legend of Alexander the Great clearly holds a predominant
role in the third century AD coinage.
As far as the hoard evidence is concerned, the obtained nineteen coin hoards, it is
becoming clear that the Macedonian Koinon produced an adequate amount of coins;
hence, apart from the studies by Gaebler, hoard evidence could assert the sufficient
monetary production within the province of Macedonia. As it has been observed in
comparison with other Macedonian coinages, the Koinon provided, undoubtedly, an
important amount of series, following those of Macedonian cities, such as
Thessaloniki.
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Map. 1. The Roman Province of Macedonia (Zahrnt, 2010, p. 25)
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Fig.2. Map showing the borders of the province of Roman Macedonia
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Fig. 3. The mints of the province of Macedonia during the Roman imperial period
Source: https://rpc.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/search/map?q=+macedonia
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